
Special General Booster Meeting 

March 29, 2018 

 

Call to order & welcome:  Kristin Merritt 7:12pm 

Secretary, Adelita Clemones, verified by sign in sheet quorum was met. 

Kristin Merritt announced a trailer had been located and is available for purchase.  She invited Mr. Tabb 

to address members with information about trailer. 

Mr. Tabb:  He and Ray Arriola went to see the trailer and were pleased with what they saw.  Trailer is a 

moving trailer and is exactly what Mr. Tabb is wanting.  It has doors on side as well as on back & is lower 

to ground than a regular trailer.  Mr. Tabb presented photos for the members to see.  Trailer does not 

have ramp but plan is to install a hydraulic ramp.  It is a 17 year old trailer and minor items will need to 

be worked on but nothing major.  Plan is to retro fit to how Mr. Tabb wants it, but it will be worked on 

as money comes in.  There is a local company that can do all interior work and we will be reaching out 

for a quote on cost.  Generator will be needed for wrenches, lights, ramp, etc.  Wrap on trailer can last 

at least 5 years, depending on wrap material.  Life span of truck is at least 10 years, but may be more 

since we don’t travel far.  The company selling trailer has transported it to San Marcos & we will have to 

move to school.  In order for trailer to be sold, it has to pass DOT inspection. 

Kristen:  Announced at this time we have on hand $10,073.74 (actual trailer payments received).  We 

have $16,000.00 in pledges outstanding.  One donor has already turned in$4000.00 to his employer and 

employer is to double match his contribution so we should be getting a total of $12,000.00 from just this 

one donor & his employer, payment is expected to arrive in late April. 

 Due to us knowing we will be exceeding our $10,000.00 trailer budget, we are proposing this budget 

line item be adjusted.  Asked for motion to adjust trailer income to $30,000.00 with a trailer expense of 

$30,000.00.   Robert Ybarra motioned for trailer income and expense be amended, Andy Rodriguez 

second the motion.  General assembly voted and motion passed. 

The cost of trailer is $12,500.00, boosters currently only have $10,073.74 for trailer.  A booster member, 

Judy Gelhood, has offered to cover the difference in order for the boosters to purchase trailer since we 

do not know when another one like this trailer will be available.  Once the monetary pledges come in, 

Judy Gelhood will turn in her receipt for the boosters to reimburse her.  The executive board met with 

Judy and Mr. Tabb on 3/27/18 and came to an agreement regarding payment and feel good about the 

outcome.  Marcus Roberts motions to approve purchase of trailer under conditions discussed in 

executive board minutes. Andy Rodriguez second the motion.  Excerpt from executive board minutes: 

“The executive board agreed, Judy Gelhood will turn in her receipt for reimbursement once $12,000.00 

pledge is received in late April or sooner if other pledges come in or will be reimbursed at least by end of 

school year”. General membership voted and motion passed. 

Judy Gelhood:  Shared our goal is $30,000.00, so we are short $5,000.00 of meeting our goal.  We need 

funds to use for maintenance. 

Question regarding how trailer will be secure.  Mr. Tabb will look into parking it at NISD lot during off 

season. 

Question regarding insurance on trailer?  NISD will insure. 



Question regarding who will drive/pull trailer?  We have an alumni that owns Alamo crane and he has 

offered to provide a driver.  Per Mr. Tabb NISD will pay for truck to pull trailer. 

Meeting was adjourned 7:57 pm. 

 

 


